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Deutz Fahr SDF e Parts-torrent.83 Uploaded.Q: How to verify the response data using Chef'svn list' I
have just started learning Chef. I am trying to add code to verify the svn list operation response. I
have a recipe as below. template'svn_list' do mode '0755' source'svn_list.erb' owner 'root' group
'root' notifies :restart,'service[update]', :immediately data 'Success. Listing 20 files:' path
'/etc/asterisk' end As per my understanding my requirement is to verify if the svn_list recipe worked
properly. If not I want to see the response i.e if the file list is proper or not. How do I verify it? I have
tried the below lines in my recipe and it still gives me the output. svn_list_path'svn_list_path' do path
'/etc/asterisk' end response.status A: How do I verify it? Chef does not provide a way to do this, since
this is outside the scope of it's ability to deploy code. You would need to capture that output by
running a shell command and parse the output. If you're interested in learning more on that, maybe
looking at cookbooks that provide this functionality for you would be of value. However, I would not
recommend going this route, since you would need to maintain the code as part of the Chef
repository. When Chef is run on new versions of your server, your code will be baked in to the Chef
system, which means you'd need to maintain that functionality in the version control system as well.
If not I want to see the response i.e if the file list is proper or not. You are asking Chef to do
something that is outside it's responsibility. I hope you realize this. If, however, you want to be able
to automate the install process, you should be looking at tools for that, not Chef. A tool like Ansible
or the Chef Server's own embedded ansible server may provide you with the functionality
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